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1. If Bela  _________ missed the bus, she wouldn’t have started to cry. 
A. had   
B. has 

C. have  
D. hadn’t  

2. Our new car wouldn’t start easily so we _____________ to the man who sold it to us.   

a. complaint  
b. complained  
c. complain  
d. complains 

NOVEL   -  Swiss Family Robinson by Johann Wyss  

       “Thank God!” I said. “But how are we going to carry them to the land? 

       How are we going to get to the land ourselves? All the boats have gone.” 

       Everyone looked very anxious. Then Jack cried out, “I have an idea. 

(i) Who is Jack?  

(ii) What happened to the ship?  

 

(iii)   How did the family travel to the island?  

(iv) What showed that Mr. Robinson was very brave?  

Poem 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

(i) What is the title of the above poem?  

(ii) Who has written the above poem?  

(iii)    Explain what the poem is about.  
 

 Water Moves 

    Water striking on the rocks,                       

Children splashing the water; 

     Water slides right past your eyes. 

    Water slides over a waterfall 

 and water hits water.  

                        Haydn Mc Crae 

         
 

                                    Haydn Mc Crae 
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1. (a)   Six hundred five thousand   ninety eight in numeral is _____________.    

    (b) Work out: 3p – p  

     (c) The range of the money given below is ___________________.  

   $28.50,               $28.40,                 $30.75,                       $21.90 

     (d) How many faces does a cube have?  

 

     (e) Change 1830 hours into a 12 hour clock.  

 

    (f) The radius of a circle is 8 cm. Find the diameter.  

 

   (g) A number is multiplied by 6 and the result is 42. What is the number?    

 

                 (h) A man had$ 200. He gave $80 to charity.  What percentage of the money did he give?  

 

   (i) There are ______________ days in a leap year.  

 

                  (j) When the numerator is bigger than the denominator, it is called a _______     fraction.  

 

2.  Sammy went shopping and bought the following items: 

2kg potatoes - $3.15 

4 can of tomatoes - $4.20 

1 bag onions - $1.25 

I bag of garbage bags - $3.55 

a.)What is the total amount of money did he pay the shopkeeper? 

b.)How much change will he get if he gives the shopkeeper a note of $50.00? 

c.) -23 + ______ = 54                                               

3. Calculate the following: 

a.) -4 + 9 = ______                      d.) 2 - - 5 = _____ 

b.) -7 – 8 = ______                       e.) 13 + - 8 = _____  

c.) -4 - 6 = ______                  
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Fill in the Blanks  

 

 Word List  

hazards transportation success 

damaged focused powerless 

lung Carbon dioxide  

 

1. Reducing tobacco use and intake of alcohol can lessen chronic 

__________ diseases.  

2. Overloading vehicles can lead to the ____________ to the 

vehicle and as a result accidents may occur.  

3. Carpooling with friends is great for reducing ____________________ gases in the 

air.  

4. Trauma leaves one feeling _____________.  

5. Our homes and schools must be protected from ____________ and abuse.  

6. Take small steps and build on _____________.  

7. Boats and rafts are a common means of ______________ mostly in rural areas and 

the outer islands.  

8. Mentally and emotionally healthy people are _____________ and flexible..  
 
PART 2 SHORT – ANSWER QUESTIONS  

1. State one reason for cutting down forests.  
 

 

2. What values do your family expects from you ?  
 

 

3. What happens during fertilization ? 

 

 

4. What your  friends expects from you? 

 

 

 

5. Why do people do community service?   
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Mapping 

                          

 

   
 

Descriptions 
(A) A Sea  
(B) Old Capital 

(C) The capital city  
(D) The Tagimocia flower is found here 

(E) An ocean   
(F) The International Airport is situated here   
(G) A group of Islands  

 

 Word list  

Koro Sea Yasawa Group Taveuni 

Pacific Ocean Levuka Labasa 

Suva         Nadi Kadavu 

   

               

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 
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TRUE  OR  FALSE        

IDEA TRUE FALSE 

Structural modification made to a part of the body is 

Physical Adaptations 

  

Different habitats have different environments   

A millipede stings to defend itself   

During an ecology trip one of the most important 

things to take is the IDENFICATION CHART 
  

You can collect organisms during an ecology trip.    

MATCHING        

Match the terms  in  LIST  A  to  their  correct  definitions  in  LIST  B. Write  the  correct  

letter  below  the  matching  numeral  in  the  space  provided. 

 LIST  A        LIST  B 

1. Butterfly     A. Connects to the “Textbook”learning 

2. Succelents     B. Mushrooms, bread mold. 

3. Fungi      C. Has eye spots to trick predator  

4. Plants                 D. Algae, kelp and plankton. 

5. Field Trip                E. Mangroves, coconuts, grass 

F. Plants that store water in their stem 

or leaves 

FILL  IN  THE  BLANKS     

Fill  in  the  blanks  using  words  from  the  Word  List  given  below. 

Word  List 

babies     six        habitat           produce       camouflage    surrounding          taxonomy      

seven 
 

 

1. During Field study make sure the organisms __________ is not damaged. 
 

2. The classification of organisms according to the similarities of structures is called 

_________________________. 
 

3. Toads ___________ large number of eggs to increase their chance of survival. 
 

4. _______________ is one of the defense mechanism. 
 

5. All living things have _______________ features. 


